


Brainwriting

1 2 3
Idea 1 Idea 2 Idea 3 Idea 4 Idea 5 Bonus Idea!

Note down 5 ideas or
words that spring to

mind.

Think about the
consequences of these

ideas.

Think about what
you know about

rights

What do you know about rights?



What are the 5 most important ideas?

Idea 1 Idea 2 Idea 3 Idea 4 Idea 5

The development of rights: a group discussion.



3

4

1 2

Agreed definition

5

Class
View

What are the 5 most important ideas?



KEY EVENTS AND
INDIVIDUALS

MAGNA CARTA

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

The Universal
Declaration of
Human Rights

US

DECLARATION

OF

INDEPENDENCE

The European Convention on
Human Rights

The
Convention of
the Rights of

the Child

T H E  G E N E V A  C O N V E N T I O N S

T h e  H a g u e
C o n v e n t i o n s

Declaration of the Rights of Man and
of the Citizens

The UN Charter



Research Task
Main idea 1 Main idea 2

Main idea 3 Main idea 4

Identify at least 4 key ideas
about your event/individual.1

Prepare to give a
presentation showing your
reasrch.

2

Look for
important
dates

What changes
were made?
What laws or
conventions
were
introduced?

Identify the
context  -
what was
happening in
the world at
the time?

What did this
event or the
ideas of this
individual lead
to?

You will now research a specific event or
individual that was central to the
development of rights.



Place the events or individuals in chronological order.
1 2 3

5 6 7 8

4



Place the events or individuals in chronological order.
9 10

7





Key Questions

What are the key
events & turning

points?

Can you identify any
phases of the evolution
of the development of

rights?

What can you say
about the pace of

change?

Who gained from the
extension of rights?

Was or is anyone left
out of the

development of
rights?



Consider the questions below. Jot down any ideas
that you have.

Critical
Thinking

Which of these events could be deemed
insignificant or non-essential to

understanding the development of rights?

How popular is the idea of rights today?
What might account for its popularity or

lack of popularity?

If you had to choose just one event as the
most important for the evolution of the
development of rights, which one would

you select?



Is national security
more important than

human rights?

Is it really reasonable
to try to give the same

rights to everyone in
the world? Why/why

not?

Challenge

yourself!

Should prisoners
have the right to
vote in the UK?

Should the right to
free speech be
unconditional?

Which of the human

rights do you

personally think is the

most important?

Would the UK be better

off if the Human Rights

Act was replaced by a

new Bill of Rights?

Are data rights
human rights?


